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1. Introduction  
 

From ancient times, there has been a saying that ‘ Medicine and Food Have the Same Roots,‟ indicating that the 
boundary between medicine and food was significantly blurred. Ordinary people who had less access to the benefits 
of medical care utilized food or herb medicines for minor diseases. Modern knowledge about Korean medicine has 
been regarded as a specialized field to be handled by medical personnel. However, thanks to the previously 
mentioned tradition, modern people have high interest in „Food Cures‟ (to treat diseases with food or simple herb 
medicine), and knowledge about folk remedies is now widely spread. But, sometimes, inaccurate information on 
these topics can cause a deterioration in health. Therefore, the medicine to be used for treatment should be based on 
an expert‟s diagnosis. Because of the high public interest, it‟s necessary to provide accurate specialized knowledge. 
However, most specialized knowledge is available through the professional literature or papers. Considering that the 
knowledge is intended to be used by the general public, it seems important to ensure easy access to the knowledge.  

 
Against this backdrop, Korea Institute of Oriental Medicine (KIOM) plans to create a knowledge portal in Korean 

medicine, a portion of which will be used to offer knowledge of Korean medicine to ordinary people. The first step is 
to build Korean medicine knowledge content. 

 
2. Building content for knowledge in herb medicine 

 
The main data to be utilized for building this knowledge content includes the Korean medicine ontology 

established by the KIOM[1]. The Korean medicine ontology refers to the one established using professional data, 
such as medicine, prescriptions, acupoints, and disease symptoms, based on authorized Korean medicine 
textbooks[2,3,4]. The herb medicine ontology is linked to information related to an herb, including its chief virtue, 
efficacy, side effects, and property & taste. The following picture shows the intended architecture. 
 

 
 

Even if the authorized specialized knowledge available from the herb ontology serves its role as an accurate 
provider of information, ordinary people may have difficulties using it. With this in mind, 『Donguibogam 
(Principles & Practice of Eastern Medicine) is to be utilized as a reference.  The Donguibogam is mainly divided into 
five chapters, dealing with 「Naekyoung (Inner Body)」, 「Oihyung (External Appearance)」, 「Jobbyung 

(Various Diseases)」, 「Tangaek (Collecting and Prescribing Natural Medicines)」, and 「Chimgu 

(Acupuncture)」. Particularly, 「Naekyoung (Inner Body),「Oihyung (External Appearance)」, and 「Jobbyung 

(Various Diseases)」cover the physiological and pathological aspects of Korean medicine. Also, at the end of the 

description on each disease, sub-chapters called ‘ Danbang (Single Formula)’  have been added, giving information 

about the single herb that should be applied for each disease. Additionally,「Tangaek (Collecting and Prescribing 

Natural Medicines)」contains information about herb producing areas and picking seasons, as well as efficacy and 

chief virtue. 『Donguibogam』 was designed to help the public who had no access to decent medical care to easily 
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use the medical encyclopedia. Thus, it is currently planned to improve the herb medicine ontology with information 
about herbs from 『Donguibogam』, consequently enhancing the availability of this knowledge among the public.  
 

While it includes key content, old document-based information is seldom used directly in modern medical science. 
However, new drug development and clinical testing are being actively conducted by applying knowledge of medical 
herbs based on those old literatures. Hence, there are plans to collect and analyze theses which conducted 
experiments with medical herbs, and then add such content for knowledge in the specified medical efficacies of herb 
medicine. Providing the latest verified knowledge to the general public seems to be in line with the intention of 
„building contents for knowledge in herb medicine.‟ 

 
The Korean medicine ontology is about both specialized knowledge about Korean medicine, and information 

about the literature. The ontology contains information based on old documents on Korean medicine, and the general 
public has difficulties in understanding some parts of it. In particular, they use terms related to illness, symptoms and 
efficacy that are often not used widely. Thus, such information will be translated and provided after the contents 
previously mentioned are gathered together. It‟s especially important to note, the explanatory translation will be done 
from the point of view of the general public, not of the scholars. 
 

 
 

3. Conclusions 
 

The authorized professional knowledge, highly-usable literature knowledge and latest knowledge based on 
verification by modern science will be utilized to build content for knowledge in herb medicine and additionally, to 
translate that content for better understanding by the public. Also, the content for knowledge in herb medicine will be 
loaded on a knowledge portal in Korean medicine with the aim of increasing accessibility to relevant information. 
The information on herb medicine will satisfy the public‟s demand for herb medicine knowledge, and moreover, 
contribute to improving the public health.  
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